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Abstract The present study reports the geometry, elec-
tronic structure, growth behavior and stability of neutral
and ionized nickel encapsulated germanium clusters
containing 1–20 germanium atoms within the frame-
work of a linear combination of atomic orbital density
functional theory (DFT) under a spin polarized gener-
alized gradient approximation. In the growth pattern,
Ni-capped Gen and Ni-encapsulated Gen clusters appear
mostly as theoretical ground state at a particular size.
To explain the relative stability of the ground state
clusters, variation of different parameters, such as aver-
age binding energy per atom (BE), embedding energy
(EE) and fragmentation energy (FE) of the clusters,
were studied together with the size of the cluster. To
explain the chemical stability of the clusters, different
parameters, e.g., energy gap between the highest occu-
pied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HO-
MO–LUMO gap), ionization energy (IP), electron
affinity (EA), chemical potential (μ), chemical hardness
(η), and polarizability etc. were calculated and are dis-
cussed. Finally, natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis
was applied to understand the electron counting rule
applied in the most stable Ge10Ni cluster. The impor-
tance of the calculated results in the design of Ge-based
superatoms is discussed.

Keywords Clusters and nanoclusters . Binding energy .

Density functional theory . Electron affinity . Embedding
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Introduction

The study of the electronic structure and properties of nano-
clusters is an extremely active area of research due to its
importance in nanoscience and nanotechnology. In the past
10–12 years, a considerable amount of research has focused
on semiconductor based nanomaterials [1–8]. Recently,
small and medium size metal encapsulated semiconductor
clusters have been investigated due to the potential interest
of the physical and chemical processes taking place at the
metal–semiconductor interface [9–13]. In general, pure
semiconductor clusters are chemically reactive [14] and it
is a challenging job to model and verify experimentally
physically and chemically stable semiconductor nanoclus-
ters. Among different possibilities, encapsulation of a tran-
sition metal (TM) in a pure semiconductor cage-like
structure is currently the most popular and effective method.
Such clusters enhance stability because the TM atom
absorbs the dangling bonds present on the semiconductor
cages [15, 16]. Simultaneously, the cluster exhibits a wide
range of electronic properties by varying the doping ele-
ments. The first experimental contribution to this field was
made by Beck [17, 18], who used a laser vaporization
supersonic expansion technique and found that TMs such
as Cr, Mo W, etc., in Si clusters enhanced the stability of the
doped clusters. Hiura et al. [7] reported the formation of a
series of Si cages with TM atoms Hf, Ta, W, Re, Ir, etc.
Ohara et al. [19] used photoelectron spectroscopy and a
chemical-probe method to study the geometric and electron-
ic structures of negatively charged Tb doped Sin clusters,
and found that Tb atom always remains encapsulated inside
the Si clusters of size n010. Recently, Bandyopadhyay
[20–28] reported an extensive study of the electronic struc-
ture, growth behavior, and different physical and chemical
properties of pure and TM-doped semiconductor nanoclus-
ters (TM@M, TM0Ti, Zr, Hf, Ni, Cu, Sc and V, M0Si or
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Ge, n01 to 20). It was found that the metal-doped semicon-
ductor clusters show maximum stability in closed-shell
electron configuration with 20-valence electrons in the clus-
ters by taking into account the fact that each germanium or
silicon atoms contributes one electron to the bonding.
Koyasu et al. [29] studied the structural and electronic
properties of metal silicon TM@Si16 (TM0Sc, Ti, and V)
by mass spectrometry and anion photoelectron spectrosco-
py. Kawamura et al. [30] studied the growth behavior of the
TM-doped silicon cluster, TM@Sin (TM0Ti, Zr and Hf, n0
8–16). Their results suggest continuous aggregation until
the size reached n016—the optimal cage for metal-
encapsulated silicon clusters with those TM elements. It
was found that neutral TiSi16 clusters had a closed-shell
electron configuration with a large energy gap between the
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(HOMO–LUMO gap). Recently, a detailed investigation on
the thermochemistry and electronic affinity of SinLi (n01–
10) clusters and their anions was reported by Yanh et al.
[31]. Different global search methods, based on density
functional theory (DFT) of metal-doped silicon clusters
were reported by Marchal et al. [32] and Karamanis et al.
[33]. Zhang et al. [34] investigated TM-doped semiconduc-
tor germanium clusters, TM@Gen (n014–16), and found
that the growth behaviors of metal-encapsulated germanium
clusters differ from those of metal-encapsulated silicon clus-
ters. Wang and Hall [35] reported the growth behavior and
chemical properties of nickel-doped germanium clusters of
different sizes. Theoretical studies of pure and halogen-
doped germanium clusters are also important in the field
of semiconductor clusters [36–39]. Some recent studies on
hydrogenated germanium clusters should also be mentioned
because their behavior differs from that of pure and TM-
doped germanium clusters [40]. The study of the size de-
pendent variation of different parameters such as ionization
potential, electron affinity etc. of hydrogenated TM-doped
germanium nanoclusters has made important contributions
to this field. Following developments in this field and the
recent discovery of superatoms [41, 42], the present study
made an effort to explain the enhanced stability of Ge10Ni
cluster in GenNi (n01–20) series by studying different
physical and chemical properties of the theoretical ground
state clusters in each size using DFT. Small size range Ni-
doped germanium clusters have been studied theoretically

before [35], but due to the smaller size range the latter study
could not provide clear growth behavior, structural and
electronic properties of the series. Therefore, a study of the
range in the present study is important from a realistic point
of view and would be helpful to compare with the experi-
mentally obtained data over a wide size range in future. The
main focus of the present study was to explain the thermo-
dynamic stability of clusters in neutral and charged states
along with their chemical properties in detail.

Computational methods

In the present theoretical work, all calculations were
performed within the framework of linear combination of
atomic orbitals DFT. The exchange-correlation potential
contributions are incorporated into the calculation using
the spin-polarized generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) functional proposed by Lee, Yang and Parr popular-
ly known as B3LYP [43]. Different basis sets were used for
germanium and nickel with effective core potential using the
Gaussian’03 [44] program package. The standard
LanL2DZdp and LanL2DZ basis sets were used for germa-
nium and nickel to express the molecular orbitals (MOs) of
all atoms as linear combinations of atom-centered basis
functions. LanL2DZdp (taken from EMSL basis set ex-
change library) is a double-ζ, 18-valence electron basis set
with a LANL effective core potential (ECP) and with polar-
ization function [45–47]. All geometry optimizations were
performed with no symmetry constraints. During optimiza-
tion, it is always possible that a cluster with a particular
guess geometry can get trapped in a local minimum of the
potential energy surface. To avoid this, several initial geom-
etries in a particular size with different spin states (singlet to
quintet) are taken as input in the calculation to search for the
theoretical ground-state (GS) isomer during the optimiza-
tion. In order to check the validity of the applied methodol-
ogy, trial calculations are carried out on Ge–Ge, Ni–Ni and
Ge–Ni dimers. The calculated Ge–Ge bond length in the
germanium dimer at triplet spin state (ground state) is
2.44 Å (with a lowest frequency of 250 cm−1). This is very
close to the values obtained by several groups as shown in
Table 1. The bond length and the lowest frequency of the
Ge–Ni dimer in the triplet spin state (ground state) were

Table 1 Bond length and frequency of different dimers

Dimer Bond length (Å) Lowest frequency (cm−1)

Ge-Ge 2.36–2.42 [48–53], 2.46 [54], 2.57 [55], 2.44a 258 [G. Frudakis, personal communication], 250a

Ge-Ni 2.248 [56], 2.32a 239 [57], 236a

Ni-Ni 2.06 [58], 2.155[59], 2.13 [60], 2.20 [61], 2.36 [23], 235a 210±25[59], 236 [23], 232a

a Present work
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obtained in the present calculation as 2.32 Å and 236 cm−1,
respectively. The values reported by other groups are 2.25 Å
and 239 cm−1 as shown in Table 1. The bond length of the
triplet ground state Ni–Ni dimer obtained in the present
method is 2.35 Å, and the corresponding frequency is
232 cm−1. These values are also close to the values reported
in the literature (Table 1). Comparing the bond lengths and
lowest frequencies of different dimers, the present method
of calculation can be taken as being appropriate for nickel-
doped germanium clusters. The optimized electronic struc-
ture is obtained by solving the Kohn-Sham equations self-
consistently [62] using the default optimization criteria of
the Gaussian’03 program [44]. The initial input geometries
of the clusters used in the calculations were constructed on
the basis of the reported optimized geometries [26–28] and
also from their modified versions. With increasing size of
clusters, the number of isomers in a particular size increases
exponentially. So it is a challenging job to search for a
ground-state cluster in a particular size. Tai and Nguyen
[63] adopted a stochastic search method that covers a good
number of isomeric structures and increases the chance of
finding the ground state geometry. Several other very effec-
tive global search methods are also available, including a
genetic algorithm to search for ground state geometries
[64–66]. To check the stabilities of the structures, a frequen-
cy check calculation of the harmonic vibrations of the clus-
ters is also done. If any imaginary frequency was found in a
particular vibrational mode, relaxation was performed along
that mode until a true local minimum was obtained. Geom-
etry optimizations were carried out to a convergence limit of
10−7 Hartree in the total optimized energy. The optimized
geometries as well as the electronic properties of the clusters
in each size were obtained from the calculated program
output.

Results and discussion

Our previous report [20] presented a detailed study of the
growth behavior of pure germanium cluster. Here, we dis-
cuss the growth behavior of nickel-doped germanium
clusters.

Growth of hybrid Ni@Gen nanoclusters

Theoretically calculated optimized isomers of Ni@Gen clus-
ters within the size range n01–20 are shown in Fig. 1a. In the
present study, a number of isomers were calculated at each
size. Only selected isomers with energy close to the supposed
ground state structures are presented in Fig. 1a. It is well
known that nickel is ferromagnetic material with an [Ar]
3d84s2 electronic configuration, whereas germanium has an
[Ar]3d104s24p2 electronic configuration. The germanium

cluster makes a sp3d2 type of hybridization with the doped
nickel atom in most cases. There is a strong mixing affinity
between the sp-orbitals of germanium with the TM d-orbitals
to form sp3d2 hybridization. When the germanium atom in the
stable cluster is replaced by a TM atom, or when the pure
germanium cage is doped by a TM atom, the doped TM atom
absorbs the dangling bonds present on the surface of the pure
germanium cages. Recent studies [20–28] have shown that
metal-doped cage-like isomers are important because of their
relatively higher stability compared to pure semiconductor
clusters and also due to the wide variation in electronic prop-
erties, which are useful for different applications. A bare
nickel atom has a triplet spin multiplicity. Therefore, in the
present calculations, all Ni@Gen guess structures were opti-
mized at different spin states starting from singlet to quintet
until there is a drop in optimized energies to check whether the
spin moment of nickel inside the cage could survive under
bonding with germanium or not. Wang and Han [35] found
that the theoretical ground state of the Ge–Ni dimer with C∞v

point group symmetry can hold a triplet spin state. The im-
mediate next higher size also show a triplet ground state. Four
different isomers were optimized at this size with the triangu-
lar isomer in C2v point group symmetry as ground state. The
other two structures are linear chain structures in D2h and C2v

point group symmetry as shown in Fig. 1a. Out of the four
isomers in Ni@Ge3, the isomer with the triplet bend rhombus
in the 1A1 state with C2v point group symmetry is the theoret-
ical ground state. Other isomers are two different pyramidal
structures with very close degenerate states. Seven stable
isomers were found in Ge4Ni. Of these, four low energy
isomers are presented in Fig. 1a. The Ni-capped bent rhombus
in the 1A1 electronic state with C2v point group symmetry is
found as the ground state. The other three structures are planar
rhombus with a tail as shown in Fig. 1a. The first three low-
energy Ge5Ni isomers are shown in Fig. 1a out of a number of
optimized structures in this size. The optimized ground state
structure (5C in Fig. 1a) in CS full point group symmetry can
be obtained by replacing one capped germanium atom by Ni
in the Ge6 bi-capped pyramidal isomer. Three low-energy
optimized isomers in the Ge6Ni series are shown in Fig. 1a.
These structures can be obtained by adding a Ni atom to
Ge6(A) or by replacing a Ni atom from Ge7(A) as reported
in our previous study [20]. Replacing one capped germanium
atom with Ni from a bi-capped hexagonal Ge8 cluster gives
the boat-like optimized ground state shown as 7D in Fig. 1a.
The first size that can absorb the nickel atom partially is Ge8Ni
(Fig. 1a). The ground state isomer is in the 1A1 electronic state,
with C2v point group symmetry and in singlet spin state. The
first structure that can enclose the nickel atom endohedrally is
Ni@Ge9. Starting from n09, all other isomers with n>9
absorb the nickel atom endohedrally and these structures
always have lower optimized energies compared to the same
sized exohedrally doped structures as calculated. Therefore, in
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the present report, only endohedral-doped clusters are pre-
sented. The isomers labeled 9A, 9C and 9F in Fig. 1 are very
similar with almost the same optimized energies. Several
geometries are optimized in n010 size to cover nearly all
possible endohedral-doped structures. Of these, the

icosahedral structure (10A in Fig. 1a) in CS point group
symmetry is the supposed ground state. The endohedral Ni
atom is almost at the center. The ten valence electrons of Ni
make bonds with all ten germanium atoms in the cage. Be-
cause of the saturation of the dangling bonds this structure is

1AGS:T:C V 2AGS :T:C2V 2B :T:C2V:1.01 2C:T:D H:1.88

2D:T:C V:1.05 3A:T:C2V:0.52 3B:T:CS:0.10 3CGS:T: C2V

4AGS:S:C2V 4C :S:C2V:0.98 4D:S:C2V:0.62 4E:S:C2V:1.34

5A:S:CS:0.44 5B:S:C2V:0.54 5CGS:S: C2V 6AGS:S:CS

6B:SCS:0.28 6C:S:CS:0.23 7A :S:CS:0.16 7B :S:CS:0.50

7C:S:CS:0.76 7DGS:S:CS 7E:S:CS:0.46 8A:S:C1:1.0

a

Fig. 1 a Optimized structures of neutral GenNi (n01–20) clusters with
spin state (S singlet, T triplet), point group symmetry and energy with
respect to the calculated ground state in each size. Purple balls

Germanium atoms, orange balls nickel atoms. b Different Valence
orbitals of 20-electron ground state clusters
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8B:S:C2V:0.52 8C:S:C1:0.30 8DGS:S:D3d 9AGS:S:C2

9B:S:C2V:1.74 9C:S:C2:0.00 9D:S:CS:2.03 9E:S:C1:1.93

9F:S:C1:0.00 9G:S:C1:2.00 10AGS:S:C2 10B:S:D5h:0.09

10C:S:C1:2.10 10D:S:C2:0.00 11AGS:S:CS 11B:S:CS:0.53

11C:S:CS:0.46 11D:S:CS:0.46 11E:S:CS:0.14 12IcosaGS:S:Ci

12Fulla:S:C2:0.03 12Hexa:S:Ci:0.31 13A:S:CS:0.00 13BGS:S:CS

13C:S:C1:0.77 13D:S:C1:0.26 14AGS:S:CS 14B:S:D4h:0.42

a

Fig. 1 (continued)
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14C:S:C1:0.36 14D:S:C1:0.32 15AGS:S:CS 15B:S:CS:0.02

15C:S:C2:1.12 15D:S:C2:0.29 15E:S:C2:0.56 15F:S:C2:0.27

15G:S:C1:0.15 15H:S:C2:0.27 15I:S:CS:0.12 15J:S:C2V:0.12

15K:S:C2V:0.28 16A:S:C1:0.56 16B:S:C1:0.56 16CGS:S:C2

16E:S:C1:1.28 16F:S:C1:1.10 16G:S:C1:0.66 16H:S:CS:0.40

16I:S:C1:0.81 16J:S:C1:0.79 17AGS:S:C1 17B:S:C1:0.00

17C:S:C1:0.57 17D:S:C1:0.17 17E:S:CS:1.48 17F:S:CS:1.40

a

Fig. 1 (continued)
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very stable and will be discussed further below. A slight
modification of the ground state Ni@Ge10 structure by adding
a germanium atom gives the optimized ground state of
Ni@Ge11. The three calculated very common low-energy
isomers of Ni@Ge12 are hexagonal-prism-like, fullerene-like
and icosahedral-like structures as shown in Fig. 1a. Both the
ground state structures found with the size n010 and 12 are
icosahedral and usually very stable because of their symmetry,
whereas the ground state structure for other values of n are
relatively less symmetrical. This could explain the fluctuation
of data in several parameters such as charge, chemical

potential, etc., with the increasing size of the clusters as
presented below. The ground state we found in Ni@Ge13 is
a germanium-capped Ni@Ge12 hexagonal prism structure.
The structure looks like a bowl with a nickel atom inside.
The calculated ground state Ni@Ge14 has three-fold symme-
try and is a combination of pentagons and rhombi. The other
three structures are hexagonal prism-like structures. By add-
ing a germanium atom to one of the vertices of the Ni@Ge14
hexagonal pyramidal structure, the theoretical ground state of
Ni@Ge15 can be obtained. Other isomers in this size are small
modifications of the pentagonal Ni@Ge10 isomer with

17G:S:CS:0.14 17H:S:CS:1.22 17I:S:CS:0.30 17K:S:CS:0.50

18AGS:S:CS 18B:S:CS:2.25 18C:S:CS:0.57 18D:S:CS:0.20

18E:S:D2:1.79 18F:S:C1:0.47 18G:S:C1:0.04 19AGA:S:C1

19B:S:CS:0.20 19D:S:CS:0.95 20AGS:S:C1 20B:S:C1:0.98

20C:S:C1:2.96 20D:S:C1:0.97 20F:S:C1:1.33 20H:S:C1:0.17

a

Fig. 1 (continued)
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additional five germanium atoms at different positions. Nine
different optimized isomers are presented in Ni@Ge16. The
ground state in this size is a cage structure with C2 symmetry,
and is a combination of two widely separated squares and
eight pentagons. Each square is connected to four pentagons
separately. The isomer 16B in Fig. 1a can be constructed from
a hexagonal Ge12Ni prism isomer where one side is capped by
a Ge3 triangular plane and the other by a Ge atom. The total
optimized energies of both of these isomers (16A and 16B) are
very similar. Other isomers are not very symmetrical and their
optimized energies are also much higher than the first three
isomers in this series. A number of optimized isomers are
calculated for Ge17Ni. Among these optimized structures, ten
isomers are presented in Fig. 1a. The guess geometry of the
ground state isomer in n017 can be obtained by adding one
germanium atom with the one arm of the square in the ground
state isomer 16C. The next three cage isomers 17B, 17C, and
17D can be obtained by optimizing the guessed structures

obtained by adding three Ge atoms to the ground-state isomer
14A at three different positions. The other structures in this
size are modified 16F or 12Hexa geometries and are shown in
Fig. 1a. The optimized isomers in Ge18Ni can be explained
with the help of 17E or 12Hexa isomers. The isomers 18A,
18B, 18C and 18E can be constructed from 17E by adding one
Ge atom on the opposite side of the floating Ge atom and then
by connecting it to the other Ge atoms in the cage. Adding
four germanium atoms with the side arms of hexagonal
Ge12Ni structure yields the isomer 18D. Optimization after
addition of three Ge–Ge dimers to three alternate side planes
of the hexagonal Ge12Ni geometry gives isomer 18G. Four
different optimized isomers in Ge19Ni are shown in Fig. 1a.
The ground-state isomer 19A is obtained by adding one Ge
atom to the ground-state isomer 18A. The isomers 19B and
19D are tube-like structures with hexagonal cross-section and
a Ge capping. The ground-state isomer 20A of Ge20Ni is a
combination of 12 pentagons. Each side of a pentagon is

HOMO-1 HOMO  Ge10Ni Neutral LUMO  LUMO+1 

HOMO-1 HOMO Ge9Ni Anion LUMO LUMO+1 

HOMO-1 HOMO Ge11Ni Cation LUMO LUMO+1 

HOMO-1 HOMO  Ge10Ni Anion LUMO  LUMO+1 

b

Fig. 1 (continued)
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connected to another pentagon, so that every pentagon is linked
to five other pentagons. The other two structures, 20B and 20C,
can be obtained by adding two Ge atoms to the isomer 18E in
different ways. 20D can be obtained by adding eight Ge atoms
to the hexagonal Ge12Ni structure, or by capping the closed side
of the isomer 19B with an additional Ge atom. Other struc-
tures are very much distorted and their optimized ener-
gies are also much higher than the ground state isomer.

Upon examining the growth pattern of GenNi clusters, it
appears that cluster growth can be classified into three different
categories. The first is Ni-capped structures, where the Ni atom
is added to a small sized pure-Ge cluster to form GenNi. In the
second category, a Ge atom in the Gen cluster is replaced by a
Ni to form Gen−1Ni cluster. Both categories are observed in the
smaller cluster size range, where the cluster starts either from a
Ge–Ge or from a Ge–Ni dimer; then a nickel or germanium
atom is added directly to Gen or a Ge added to Gen−1Ni to form
a GenNi cluster. In the third category, the Ni atom is partially
encapsulated in a GenNi cluster. Complete encapsulation of the
Ni atom by the Ge cluster is found in n09 and above. After
that, it is only possible to add a Ge atom to a Gen−1Ni cluster to
form GenNi. During this growth process, the shape of the
cluster changes from two-dimensional to three-dimensional
where the pure germanium cluster absorbs a nickel atom exo-
hedrally or endohedrally. It was found that larger clusters prefer
to retain the Ni atom as the encapsulated atom in GenNi cages.

Electronic structures and stabilities of Ni@Gen nanoclusters

The electronic structures and stabilities of Ni@Gen nanoclus-
ters are discussed here on the basis of variations in calculated
physical and chemical parameters, i.e., binding energy (BE),
HOMO–LUMO gap (or ΔE), embedding energy (EE), stabil-
ity or the second-order difference in energy (Δ2), ionization
potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), and chemical potential

(μ) with cluster size (n). By monitoring the behavior of these
parameters as the cluster size increases, we investigated wheth-
er or not electron counting can explain the relative stabilities of
the clusters. To explore the relative stabilities of GenNi clusters
with increasing n, we first calculated various thermodynamic
parameters of the clusters: BE, EE, ΔE, and Δ2.

Following our recent work [28], the average binding
energy per atom of Gen or Ni@Gen clusters is defined as:
BE0−(Ecluster−nEGe−ENi)/(n+1), where BE is the average
binding energy per atom of the cluster, and EGe, ENi and
Ecluster are the energies of germanium and nickel and the
ground state energy of the GenNi cluster, respectively. For
pure germanium clusters in the above equation, ENi is taken
as zero and n+1 is replaced by n. The binding energies of
charged clusters are also calculated using the same equation.
The binding energies of different neutral and charged clus-
ters, along with the binding energy of pure Ge clusters, are
shown in Fig. 2. Both graphs show a rapid increase in the
average binding energy per atom of the clusters in the small
size range (for n<7). This is because of the thermodynamic
instability of smaller clusters. For clusters of size n>5, the
binding energy curve increases at a relatively slow rate with
n, and finally saturate for the larger clusters (n>10). For
neutral clusters, the binding energy per atom in the satura-
tion region (n012–20) varies within ±0.1 eV, with the
maximum binding energy occurring at n010, whereas the
maximum binding energy is observed for anionic and cat-
ionic states at n010 and n011, respectively. According to
the 18-electron counting rule, the binding energy and other
physical parameters (discussed in the next section) should
show a local maxima or minima at n07, 8 and 9 for anionic,
neutral and cationic clusters, respectively, whereas according
to the 20-electron counting rule, the binding energy and other
physical parameters (discussed in the next section) should
show a local maxima or minima at n09, 10 and 11 for anionic,

Fig. 2 Variation of binding
energy of Gen and GenNi
clusters in neutral and different
charged states with the cluster
size
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Table 2 Results of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis of different ground state clusters

Atom Charge (e)a Summary of natural population analysis

Core Valence orbital electronic occupancies Total

Neutral Ge10Ni cluster 4 s 4px 4py 4pz Rydberg

Ge 0.2595 28.00 1.557 0.906 0.774 0.774 0.016 32.027

Ge 0.2807 28.00 1.667 0.798 0.817 0.649 0.018 31.950

Ge 0.2605 28.00 1.558 0.907 0.772 0.772 0.016 32.026

Ge 0.2826 28.00 1.666 0.797 0.780 0.685 0.019 31.946

Ge 0.2832 28.00 1.665 0.797 0.646 0.820 0.018 31.947

Ge 0.2824 28.00 1.666 0.796 0.684 0.782 0.018 31.947

Ge 0.2793 28.00 1.669 0.797 0.780 0.686 0.019 31.951

Ge 0.2813 28.00 1.669 0.797 0.819 0.647 0.018 31.949

Ge 0.2788 28.00 1.670 0.798 0.650 0.816 0.019 31.953

Ge 0.2796 28.00 1.669 0.798 0.687 0.779 0.018 31.951

Core 4 s 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz Rydberg

Ni −2.768 17.99 0.432 1.934 1.934 1.934 0.389

3dx2y2 3dz2
1.852 1.896 28.351

Core Valence orbital electronic occupancies Total

Cationic Ge11Ni cluster 4 s 4px 4py 4pz Rydberg

Ge 0.357 28.00 1.708 0.717 0.782 0.567 0.021 31.789

Ge 0.347 28.00 1.666 0.875 0.713 0.567 0.017 31.838

Ge 0.318 28.00 1.610 0.863 0.747 0.727 0.016 31.964

Ge 0.383 28.00 1.703 0.641 0.639 0.794 0.020 31.797

Ge 0.199 28.00 1.581 0.976 0.711 0.805 0.016 32.088

Ge 0.368 28.00 1.633 0.753 0.738 0.686 0.019 31.830

Ge 0.200 28.00 1.581 0.976 0.710 0.805 0.016 32.088

Ge 0.369 28.00 1.634 0.753 0.740 0.685 0.019 31.830

Ge 0.384 28.00 1.703 0.641 0.638 0.795 0.019 31.798

Ge 0.194 28.00 1.507 1.034 0.776 0.775 0.015 32.107

Ge 0.341 28.00 1.804 0.748 0.534 0.426 0.013 31.524

Core 4 s 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz Rydberg

Ni −2.460 18.00 0.430 1.854 1.935 1.897 0.398

3dx2y2 3dz2
1.929 1.904 28.345

Core Valence orbital electronic occupancies Total

Anionic Ge9Ni cluster 4 s 4px 4py 4pz Rydberg

Ge 0.100 28.00 1.576 0.818 0.860 0.810 0.011 32.189

Ge 0.140 28.00 1.659 0.845 0.795 0.801 0.108 32.110

Ge 0.140 28.00 1.658 0.796 0.795 0.849 0.108 32.110

Ge 0.114 28.00 1.610 0.786 0.909 0.789 0.012 32.107

Ge 0.140 28.00 1.659 0.732 0.84 0.868 0.108 32.110

Ge 0.115 28.00 1.610 0.863 0.765 0.856 0.124 32.107

Ge 0.101 28.00 1.689 0.766 0.953 0.768 0.011 32.188

Ge 0.140 28.00 1.658 0.855 0.840 0.744 0.011 32.109

Ge 0.207 28.00 1.679 0.685 0.921 0.629 0.009 31.925

Core 4 s 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz Rydberg

Ni −2.199 17.998 0.438 1.877 1.831 1.875 0.193

3dx2y2 3dz2
1.906 1.922 28.042
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neutral and cationic clusters, respectively. Thus, the 20-
electron rule is valid for neutral and cationic Ni@Gen clusters,
but is not directly valid for anionic clusters. Therefore, to
understand the detailed electronic charge distributions in the
clusters, Mulliken natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was
performed, which allowed us to see how the valence electrons
of Ge and Ni atoms are shared in bonds. In general, Ge is more
electronegative than Ni; the electronegativities of Ni andGe on
the Pauling scale are 1.91 and 2.01, respectively. Mulliken
population analysis also showed that, in this system, charge
is always transferred from Ni to Ge, so Ni acts as an electron
donor in GenNi clusters. The detailed NBO analysis of the
ground state icosahedral Ge10Ni structure in neutral, Ge9Ni in
anionic and Ge11Ni in cationic charged states is shown in
Table 2. As mentioned before, according to the 20- or 18-
electron counting rule, different physical and chemical param-
eters that can explain the thermodynamic and chemical stabil-
ities of the clusters should show local or global peaks (maxima)
or dips (minima) at n010 or 8 for neutral Ni@Gen. However,
they do show regular behavior at n010 for neutral clusters, n0
10 for anionic and n011 for cationic clusters. According to the
electron-counting rule, neutral Ge10Ni, anionic Ge9Ni and
cationic Ge11Ni are thought to be a 20-electron cluster. But
the present calculated parameters of the clusters in different
charged states show maxima or minima for n010 (neutral and
anionic) and 11 (cationic), and not for cationic Ge9Ni. Howev-
er, most of the parameters calculated for anionic clusters show
neither local maxima nor a local minimum. Hence NBO anal-
ysis was performed for neutral and anionic Ge10Ni and cationic
Ge11Ni and for anionic Ge9Ni clusters. With reference to
Table 2, in the ground state Ge10Ni, Ge10Ni

−, Ge11Ni
+ and

Ge9Ni
− (as shown in Fig. 1b) clusters, the valence orbital

distributions of Ge atoms are limited to s, px, py, and pz, whereas
those for Ni includes, px, py, pz, dxy, dxz, dyz, dx2y2, dx2y2 and dz2.
The orbital distributions of HOMO, HOMO−1, LUMO and
LUMO+1 of Ge10Ni, Ge11Ni

+ and Ge9Ni
− are shown in

Fig. 1b. From Table 2, it is clear that, among the ten valence
electrons of the Ni atom in all those four clusters, all ten
electrons are used to form different number of co-ordinate
bonding with the Ge atoms in Ge10Ni, Ge11Ni

+ and Ge10Ni
−

cages with a total of ten electrons in number. Therefore, using
the free electron theory, we find that approximately 20 electrons
are present in the Ge10Ni, Ge10Ni

− and Ge11Ni
+ cages. There-

fore, the Ge10Ni cluster in neutral, Ge10Ni
− and Ge11Ni

+ can be
considered as 20-electron clusters and show maximum binding
energy. The same is true for other thermodynamic and chemical
parameters of the system andwill be discussed in a later section.

The EEs of the clusters were also calculated to help
explain thermodynamic stability. The EE can be defined in
different ways. It can be positive or negative depending on
the definition used. In the present study, the embedding
energy of a cluster applying the WW spin-conservation rule
[67] is defined as:

EE ¼ � E MGenNi
� �� E MGen

� �� E 0Ni
� �� �

¼ E MGen
� �þ E 0Ni

� �� E MGenNi
� � ð1Þ

or

EE ¼ � E MGenNi
� �� E 0Gen

� �� E MNi
� �� �

¼ E 0Gen
� �þ E MNi

� �� E MGenNi
� � ð2Þ

Table 2 (continued)

Atom Charge (e)a Summary of natural population analysis

Core Valence orbital electronic occupancies Total

Anionic Ge10Ni cluster 4 s 4px 4py 4pz Rydberg

Ge 0.155 28.00 1.576 1.064 0.749 0.075 0.017 31.617

Ge 0.051 28.00 1.648 0.882 0.846 0.654 0.018 32.048

Ge 0.153 28.00 1.577 1.064 0.748 0.748 0.017 32.154

Ge 0.048 28.00 1.647 0.882 0.805 0.697 0.018 32.049

Ge 0.049 28.00 1.646 0.882 0.654 0.849 0.018 32.049

Ge 0.048 28.00 1.647 0.881 0.696 0.805 0.018 32.047

Ge 0.051 28.00 1.650 0.880 0.804 0.698 0.018 32.05

Ge 0.051 28.00 1.648 0.881 0.848 0.655 0.018 32.05

Ge 0.053 28.00 1.650 0.880 0.658 0.846 0.018 32.052

Ge 0.052 28.00 1.649 0.881 0.699 0.803 0.018 32.05

Core 4 s 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz Rydberg

Ni 0.288 17.998 0.433 1.920 1.920 1.908 0.318

3dx2y2 3dz2
1.889 1.901 28.288

a Electronic charge e0−1.60217646×10−19 Coulomb
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where M is the total spin of the cluster or the atom in units of
h/2π and is always positive. In this case, we chose the
higher of the resulting two EEs. In the present calculation,
all ground states up to n03 are triplet and above that all are
singlet. Therefore, to calculate the EE according to the WW
spin-conversation rule, pure Ge clusters were taken to be in
either the triplet or the singlet state. For charged (±1) clus-
ters of multiplicity M, the EE of such a cluster (say cationic)
can be written as:

EEWW ¼ E 2Geþn
� �þ E 1Ni

� �� E 2GenNi
þ� �

¼ E 1Gen
� �þ E 2Niþ

� �� E 2GenNi
þ� � ð3Þ

Variation of EE with size of cluster is shown in
Fig. 3. Both neutral and anionic clusters show maxima
at n010, whereas cationic clusters show maximum EE
at n011. Therefore, the neutral and cationic clusters
follow the 20-electron rule directly. The sharp minima
at n012 for neutral and cationic cluster represent rthe
elatively less favorable embedding nature of these clus-
ters. Following the NBO analysis results presented in
Table 2, one can get a much better idea of EE variation
for neutral and charged clusters.

The stability parameter Δ2(n) or 2nd order energy
difference is defined by following the work reported
by Bandyopadhyay [28] as:

Δ2ðnÞ ¼ E Genþ1Nið Þ � E GenNið Þ½ �
� E GenNið Þ � E Gen�1Nið Þ½ �

¼ E Genþ1Nið Þ þ E Gen�1Nið Þ � 2E GenNið Þ ð4Þ

According to this definition, greater stability means a
more positive value of Δ2(n), corresponding to a gain in
energy during the growth process from the size immediately
below, and less of a gain in energy to the next cluster size

up. The stabilities of neutral and charged clusters are shown
in Fig. 4. The neutral cluster shows a changing nature
for the series n08, 10, 12 and 14. The anionic cluster
show positive stability at n010 and then show a huge
drop in stability for n011 and 12, and thus does not
follow any particular series in stability nature. The
cationic cluster at n011 show local maxima and this
is supported by the20-electron rule. The nature of the
stability graph and the results presented in Table 2
support the relatively higher stability in 20-electron
clusters: neutral Ge10Ni, cationic Ge11Ni and anionic
Ge10Ni clusters. In general, the clusters are known as
“magic” clusters because of their positive and relatively
higher stabilities.

Again, to investigate the growth behavior of GenNi
clusters, the fragmentation energy (FF) or Δ(n,n−1) was
calculated starting from the Ge–Ni dimer. The FF is
defined as follows:

Δ n; n� 1ð Þ ¼ � E GenNið Þ � E Gen�1Nið Þ � E Geð Þ½ �
¼ E Gen�1Nið Þ þ E Geð Þ � E GenNið Þ ð5Þ

It is clear from the Fig. 5, that there is a sharp drop in the
FF from n010 to 11 both in the neutral and anionic state of
Ge10Ni cluster, whereas the FF drops sharply from n011 to
12 in cationic Ge11Ni cluster. The sharp drop in FF for both
neutral and charged clusters is an indication of maximum
local stability of the Ge10Ni cluster. The systematic behavior
of BE, EE, Δ2(n), and Δ(n,n−1) at n010 indicate that
Ge10Ni has a relatively high thermodynamic stability. To
understand the charge exchange between the cage and the
embedded Ni atom during hybridization with the germani-
um clusters in neutral state, the variation in charge on the Ni
atom and the average charge per Ge atom in the ground state
Ni@Gen clusters as a function of cluster size was calculated
and is presented in Fig. 6. Like the other parameters dis-
cussed above, the charge on the Ni and Ge atoms shows a

Fig. 3 Variation of embedding energy of GenNi clusters in neutral
and different charged states with the cluster size

Fig. 4 Variation of stability of GenNi clusters in neutral and different
charged states with the cluster size
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local maximum and minimum, respectively, at n010. This
result provides further support for the highest relative sta-
bility of Ge10Ni cluster in neutral state. It is clear that the
charge transferred from the Ni to Ge in the icosahedral
Ge10Ni cage and this enhances the electrostatic interaction
between the cage and the Ni atom, which plays an important
role in stabilizing the Ge10Ni cage.

To study the kinetic stabilities of the clusters in a
particular environment, the HOMO–LUMO gap (ΔE),
ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), chemical
potential (μ), chemical hardness (η), and polarizability
(α) of each cluster were calculated. In general, as ΔE
increases, the reactivity of the clusters decreases. The
HOMO–LUMO gaps of neutral and charged clusters are
plotted in Fig. 7. As also seen for other TM-doped Si
and Ge clusters [21, 22], a decreasing trend is observed
for the HOMO–LUMO gap with increasing size of
cluster both in neutral and charged states, with some
local oscillations. In Fig. 7, there are clear local maxima

at n010, 10, and 11 for neutral, anionic, and cationic
GenNi clusters, respectively. This again indicates that
the Ge10Ni cluster is unusually stable, as also seen in
the NBO analysis in Table 2. The main focus of the
present study was to understand the relative stability of
such clusters in terms of the simple electron counting
rule. As reported in our previous study on metal clus-
ters, according to the electron shell model, whenever a
new shell becomes occupied for the first time, the IP
drops sharply [27]. de Heer [68] has shown that, in an
Lin series, L20 cluster is a shell field configuration and
there is a sharp drop in IP when the cluster grows from
L20 to L21. If the enhanced stability in the Ge10Ni
cluster is due to a shell field configuration then there
should be a sharp drop in IP if one more germanium
atom is added to it. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 8.
There is a local peak in the IP graph at n010, followed
by a sharp drop in IP from n010 to 11. The drop in IP
could be the strongest indication of the assumption of
nearly free-electron gas inside the Ge10Ni cage cluster.
The IP of a Ge10Ni cluster is in the same range as that
of TM atoms. Hence, it may be possible to form a
number of stable halides using this cluster. Discovery
of such stable clusters can be helpful to identify new
semiconductor TM-based “superatoms” that can be used
as building blocks for future cluster-assembled designer
materials.

Another parameter that can help to understand the
chemical stability of a system is EA, which can be
defined as:

EA eVð Þ ¼ E GenNið Þ � E GenNi
�ð Þ ð6Þ

Under this definition, EA is always positive; clusters with
greater EA are more reactive and hence are less stable. Vari-
ation in EAwith cluster size is shown in Fig. 8 along with the
IP of the clusters. In the graph there is a local minima at n010.

Fig. 5 Variation of fragmentation energy of GenNi clusters in neutral
and different charged states with the cluster size

Fig. 6 Variation of charge on Ni and average charge/Ge atoms in
GenNi clusters with the cluster size. Here positive and negative signs
represent the charge donated and received respectively

Fig. 7 Variation of HOMO-LUMO gap of GenNi clusters in neutral
and different charged states with the cluster size
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There is a hike in electron affinity from n010 to 11 and it
continues up to n012. Then again there is a sharp drop in EA
from n012 to 13. A relative dip in EA at n010 is an indication
of enhanced stability of Ge10Ni clusters in the neutral state.

Again, the maximum hardness principle (MHP) also
can be used to characterize the relative stability of a
system. To verify the chemical stability of GenNi clus-
ters, chemical potential (μ) and chemical hardness (η)
of the ground state clusters in each size are calculated.
By description of chemical potential and chemical hard-
ness, both parameters can be expressed in terms of EA
and IP. In terms of total energy considerations, if E(ne)
is the energy of a ‘ne’ electron system, then energy of
the system containing ne+Δne number of electrons,
where Δne<<ne can be expressed as:

E ne þΔneð Þ ¼ EðneÞ þ dE

dn

����
n¼ne

Δne þ 1

2

d2E

dn2

����
n¼ne

Δneð Þ2

þ :::::Higher order terms ð7Þ

Since a contribution from the higher order terms is neg-
ligible, μ and η can be defined as:

μ ¼ dE
dn

��
n¼ne

and η ¼ 1
2

d2E
dn2

���
n¼ne

¼ 1
2
dμ
dn

��
n¼ne

ð8Þ

By definition, IP ¼ E ne � 1ð Þ � E neð Þ and EA ¼ E neð Þ
�E ne þ 1ð Þ.

By setting Δne01, μ and η are related to IP and EA via
the following relations:

μ ¼ � IP þ EA

2
and η ¼ IP� EA

2
ð9Þ

Consider two systems with μi and ηi(i01,2) interacting
with each other, with some amount of electronic charge

(Δqe) transfer from one system to other. The quantity Δqe
and the resultant energy change (ΔE) due to the charge
transfer can be determined in the following way:

If E (ne+Δqe) is the energy of the system after charge
transfer then it can be expressed for two different systems 1
and 2 in the following way:

E1 n1e þΔqeð Þ ¼ E1 n1eð Þ þ μ1 Δqeð Þ þ η1 Δqeð Þ2 and

E2 n2e �Δqeð Þ ¼ E2 n2eð Þ � μ2 Δqeð Þ þ η2 Δqeð Þ2
ð10Þ

Corresponding chemical potentials become,

μ
0
1 ¼ dE1 nþΔqeð Þ

dn

���
n¼n1e

¼ μ1 þ 2η1Δqe and

μ
0
2 ¼ dE2 n�Δqeð Þ

dn

���
n¼n2e

¼ μ2 � 2η2Δqe
ð11Þ

When the systems are in chemical equilibrium, i.e.μ
0
1 ¼ μ

0
2,

one can obtain the charge transfer and energy gain by the
following expressions:

Δqe ¼ μ2�μ1
2 η1þη2ð Þ and ΔE ¼ μ2�μ1ð Þ2

2 η1þη2ð Þ ð12Þ

In the above expressions, ΔE is the gain in energy by the
total system (1 and 2) due to exclusive alignment of chem-
ical potential of the two systems at the same value. Thus, for
easier charge transfer from one system to other it is neces-
sary to have a large difference in μ together with low η1 and
η2. Therefore, Δqe and ΔE can be taken as the factors to
gain an idea about the reaction affinity between two sys-
tems. Since they are functions of the chemical potential and
chemical hardness of the systems, it is important to calculate
these parameters to determine the chemical stability in a
particular environment.

Using the above theoretical background, chemical poten-
tial (μ) and chemical hardness (η) of Ni@Gen clusters were
calculated and are presented in Fig. 9. The local minima of μ
at n010 is an indication of higher stability compare to the
surrounding sizes. Variation in η, which is a measure of
chemical affinity (considering covalent type of bonding),
show local maxima at n010. This local maximum is the
measure of hardness of electronic clouds surroundings the
cluster to oppose any kind of shearing in chemical bonding
with external agencies. Therefore, the peak at n010 isndi-
cates the higher stability. Again to understand the effect of η
on polarizability, the polarizability parameter was calculated
and is plotted in Fig. 10. Following earlier theoretical work
[69, 70], in covalent-type bonding more hardness usually
indicates lower polarizability. This is clear from Figs. 9 and
10. To some extent, the electrostatic dipole moment of the
cluster is also related to the atomic polarizability and the

Fig. 8 Variation of ionization potential and electron affinity of GenNi
clusters with the cluster size
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cluster structure. In a symmetrical cage-like structure where
the Ni atom is at the center of the cage, the electrostatic
dipole moment of the cluster is usually very low, as in, for
example, ground state 10A clusters. The dipole moments in
the clusters increase suddenly when a germanium atom is
dropped or added to the clusters. The ground state clusters
within the size range between n09 to 16 are all cage types
with endohedrally doped Ni. The dipole moments of these
clusters varies from 0 to 0.47 Debye. In the whole range of
this study, the first dipole moment of the clusters decreases
to zero, or a very low value, within the range from n010 to
15 and then again tends to increase when distortion in the
cage begins.

Conclusions

The present theoretical study reports the growth behavior,
stability, electronic and different chemical and physical prop-
erties of Ni@Gen clusters within the size range of n01 to 20
under spin polarized generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) using B3LYP method. Different physical and chemi-
cal properties of the optimized clusters are discussed. Based
on the results, the following conclusions have been drawn:

1. The growth pattern of GenNi clusters can be grouped
mainly into two categories. In the smaller size range,
i.e., before encapsulation of the Ni atom, Ni or Ge atoms
are added directly with the Gen or Gen−1Ni to form
GenNi clusters, where the binding energy of small clus-
ters increases at a much faster rate than bigger sized
clusters. After encapsulation of the Ni atom by the Gen
cluster with n>7, the size of the GenNi cluster tends to
increase by absorbing Ge atoms one by one onto its
surface, keeping the Ni atom inside the cage.

2. Addition of the Ni-atom to Ge clusters was always
found to be favorable at all sizes, as the EE turns out
to be positive (following the present definition) in every
case of neutral and charged clusters. All ground state
clusters with size n>7 absorb Ni endohedrally in the
cage of Gen pure cluster.

3. From the calculated results of BE, EE, Δ(n,n−1) and
Δ2(n), the clusters Ge10Ni, Ge10Ni

− and Ge11Ni
+ were

found to be most stable. Detailed NBO analysis showed
that the neutral and charged clusters with nearly 20 va-
lence electrons in total show enhanced stability, in agree-
ment with shell model predictions. This also shows up in
the IP values of the GenNi clusters, as there is a sharp drop
in IP from n010 to 11. Although the signature of stability
is not as sharp in the HOMO-LUMO gap of the charged
clusters, there is a local maximum at n010 in the neutral
state. This is an indication of enhanced stability in the 20-
electron cluster. Other parameters, like EA and chemical
potential, are related to the chemical stabilities and hard-
ness along with polarizability, and the dipole moment of
the neutral cluster for n010 also supports the identical
nature of cluster stability.

4. As mentioned above, the drop in adiabatic IP in the
present calculations during the growth process is one
of the strongest lines of evidence for the presence of
nearly free-electron gas inside the Ge10Ni cage cluster.
In this context, it is important to mention that the
B3LYP functional is not very effective for extended
quasi-metallic systems [71]. However, its effectiveness
in the present calculation could be due to the nano-order
clusters of the system. Since the IP of a Ge10Ni cluster is
in the same range as that of TM atoms, it may be
possible to form a number of stable halides using this
cluster, and it may be possible to invent new
semiconductor-TM metal-based “superatoms” that can
be the building blocks for future cluster-assembled de-
signer materials and thus open up new fields in the
electronics industry. The present work represents a first
step in this direction.

Fig. 9 Variation of chemical potential and chemical hardness of GenNi
clusters with the cluster size

Fig. 10 Variation of polarizability and electrostatic dipole moment of
GenNi clusters with the cluster size
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